Hexagon 48’’ Kids Trampoline Installation Manual
Prior to assembly, first please check all parts are available as
follows:
1. Safety pad 1pc
2. Jumping mat 1pc
3. Top square tube (with foam) 6 pcs
4. Bottom square tube (with holes) 6 pcs
5. Plastic cross 6pcs
6. Safety pole 6pcs
7. Plastic pipe tee 6pcs
8. Leg tube 6pcs
9. Spring 24pcs
10. Hook 1pc
11. Hammer 1pc
Step 1
Find two bottom square tubes and connect them together with plastic
crosses by using the attached hammer. Please make sure the diagonal
direction of the square tube corresponds to the diagonal one of the
plastic cross.

Step 2
Assemble remaining four bottom square tubes to the plastic crosses as
shown in the above picture. For better installation for the following steps,
please make sure the length of one square tube is about 50cm after
assembly.

Step 3
Turn the frame over to make the holes on the bottom square tubes
downwards. Insert and knock the leg tubes into the plastic crosses. Tilt
the frame and tighten each plastic cross as shown in the above picture.

Step 4
Put each spring through the loop of the jumping mat. Please make sure
the six corners of the jumping mat require two springs. Connect springs
to the frame tube with the attached hook. For easy installation, please
first connect two springs in each corner as shown in the above picture,
and then connect remaining springs evenly. We do not recommend
connect springs sequentially from one side for safety reason.

Step 5

Install the safety pad to cover the frame. Please make sure plastic crosses
are inserted into the holes on the pad. Connect the elastic tapes to the
bottom square tubes and springs as shown in the above pictures.

Step 6
Insert 6 safety poles into the round holes of the plastic crosses as shown
in the above pictures.

Step 7
Find two top square tubes and connect them together with plastic pipe
tees by using the attached hammer. Please make sure the diagonal
direction of the square tube corresponds to the diagonal one of the
plastic pipe tee.

Step 8
Assemble remaining four top square tubes to the plastic pipe tees as
shown in the above picture. For better installation for the following steps,
please make sure the length of one square tube is about 50cm after
assembly.

Step 9
Install the assembled top square tube frame to the safety poles as shown
in the above pictures.

Step 10
Hang and tighten the safety net to each corner of the top square tubes
with buckles on the net.

